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INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of year 2014, Helinick, together with Bosch Security Systems 

supplier, implemented at Timisoara, within a project having as beneficiary Her-

aeus Company, an integrated security system, based on BIS (Building Integra-

tion System) that includes the fire detection and extinguishing system, the 

warning system in case of intrusion and armed robbery attempt, the access 

control system and the video surveillance system.

The safety and protection need of a new production facility with safety and 

security systems that provide a permanent surveillance of the whole objective.

SCOPE

For supplying of all the security requirements of the beneficiary, Helinick chose an entirely Bosch Security Systems produced solu-

tion was installed, as follows:

The video surveillance system is a fully IP system, of 145 IP cameras: 50 IP DINION HD 720p60 cameras, 31 IP DINION HD 1080p 

D/N cameras, 38 IP DINION HD 1080p D/N IVA (intelligent video analytics) cameras, 13 IP DINION HD 1080p HDR IVA cameras (the 

2MP cameras are located on the rare metals traffic areas and in the powder production areas), the 7 IP PTZ AUTODOME 7000HD 

cameras are mounted outside the building, having as purpose the surveillance of the entire outdoor area. The area is surveyed by 6 

thermal cameras, VOT320V019H type with IVA, which may operate at ZERO lighting conditions (total darkness – they don’t need ad-

ditional lighting souditional lighting sources) and can "see” through smoke, fog or snow – the image being exclusively obtained due to the differences of 

temperature between the target objects and the environment. 

The on-board video-analysis for the images may be analyzed pixel by pixel, having this way the possibility to simply and fast identify 

the specific events like the movement event inside the area, after a given time, the penetration in a monitoring field from a certain di-

rection or extraction from the field of an object and sending the mobile cameras outside to the place of the event. The thermal cam-

eras are doubled by long range presence detectors on the whole area. For the needed 30 days storage of the images, 1 ISCSI master 

unit of storage DSA-N2E6X2-12AT and 3 slave units DSX-N1D6X2-12AT totally about 96 TB were installed. The administration of the 

storage units and the monitoring are made by the licensed VRM (Video Recording Manager) and BVMS (Bosch Video Management 

System) software for all the installed cameras. Each software is installed on one DL380p server with Intel Xeon E5 2620 processor 

(2.0 GHz, 6 core, 15 MB, 95 W) and  8GB RAM with Windows Server 2008 R2 operation system.

SOLUTION



The fire detection and warning system rely on an addressable fire detection center, of FPA5000 series, installed in the security dis-

patcher, being made of 4 LSN 300 loop modules, with approximately 220 addressable smoke detectors FAP-O420, 10 addressable 

thermal detectors FAH-T420, 23 addressable fire buttons FMC210-SM, 23 addressable sirens FNM-420 A/B, as well as about 20 ad-

dressable modules of different types for the monitoring and driving of conventional equipment’s of the different related systems. 

The special areas in the production spaces have been provided with smoke and flame detectors for the anti-ex environments, moni-

tored by FLM-420/4-CON-S modules, the warehouse of raw materials and the technological bridge have been monitored by infrared 

smoke barriers of Firereay 5000 type. The server room is provided with a fire extinguishing installation with Novec 1230, which is 

monitored in the fire detection and warning system. The fire detection and warning system is provided with a repeater panel FMR 

5000 C installed at the gate cabin and an OPC card for the BIS software integration.

monitoring addressable modules, which take over information and drive different related systems. For the perimetral security, the 

long range and anti-masking external sensors were used, and for the external release stair security and of the covers, double technol-

ogy external sensors OD850-F1 were used, monitored by input modules. All the technological boxes where the security equipment’s 

have been installed, are monitored against intrusion and sabotage, making a separate area.

The people and guest access restriction is made by 12 controls units of AMC2 4W series with 10 extensions of 4 readers each, of 

AMC2 4W-EXT type, which monitor about 57 simply or double controlled doors, having in their configuration about 75 iClass R10 

readers, located in the staff access areas and in the areas where the rare metals are handled and carried. 

For the configuration and monitoring of the access control system, the configuration package of access control system was used, of 

the BIS integration software.

The intrusion and armed robbery attempt protection is made of the last gen-

eration of addressable intrusion center of series MAP 5000, being made of 5 

LSN loop modules, ICP-MAP0010 type, 5 LCD keyboards, IUI-MAP0001 type, 

located in the important access areas like: treasury, social hall, surveillance 

camera, etc…., about 110 triple technology addressable presence detectors  

ISP-PDL1-WA18G located in all the inside areas and in the technical area 

above the treasury, 6 addressable vibration sensors ISP-SM90-120 located in 

the tthe treasury, about 100 addressable magnetic contacts ISP-MCS2-FP110, 

which monitor the state of all the access doors outside and other order and
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SOLUTION

For the administration of all the security and safety systems, the BIS (Building Integration System) integration software was in-

stalled, with options for the fire detection and warning, intrusion detection and warning, video surveillance system at the BVMS plat-

form integration level, for the access control system being provided with a license for 64 doors and 2000 card users. With its user 

friendly interface, it allows the view of maps, with the placement of all the equipment’s, having the possibility of accomplishment of 

different control functions, both over the items on plans and of the hardware structure (resetting of an alarm, arming a partition, by

passing of an element, view of playback images, etc.). 

By the BIS platform, the logic interconnection between the systems is made, therefore in case of an alarm, the popup is automatical-

ly issued with the placement of the equipment and the attachment with live images from the cameras corresponding to the space, 

as well as the occurrence of an action plan that includes useful information with contacts and the obligativity of event analysis. The 

flexibility in the creation of user profiles for the BIS operators, both on the machine and on the map structure, the systems, control 

functions, as well as the establishment and assignment rights of cards in the access control system allows the connection in the 

same time of ssame time of several customers with different rights to the BIS server.              
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